
Australia: the test-bed for tyranny 

Introduction 

It is the opinion of many geo-political commentators that Australia is a test-bed for the 
global rollout of a new totalitarian governance of society, especially western society. It is 
not the only testing ground, New Zealand and Canada are the others. What happens in 
these places, no matter how draconian and incredible, soon after occurs in Britain. 

For example today as I write an NHS whistleblower, whose credentials have been tested 
and evaluated by the staff at the Telegraph, has explained that there is already in place 
preparation to vaccinate kids down to the age of 12, with staff allocations and deadlines. 
This was formerly denied by the government, while at the same time instructing the NHS 
to plan for it with an action date of the beginning of September. It provides for these 12-
year old kids to get vaccinated without their parent’s consent. This was already tested in 
Australia (I will give details later) to worldwide scorn. [Update: two days later the health 
minister announced this policy pending JCVI authority. Update 2: the JCVI opposed it but 
the health minister continued to seek justification for the programme.] 

The reason that this is shocking (and against the Nuremberg Code) is that such children 
cannot possibly give informed consent. In fact, no one can because the true risks and data 
are not explained to anyone. 

It is thus helpful to itemise some of the shocking details of what has been going on in 
Australia, which even mainstream commentators (such as Tucker Carlson) are saying has 
become a police state. Some have even stated (James Delingpole) that the Taliban regime 
is less authoritarian since it is not enforcing the vaccine programme. 

Now it is important to understand that Australia is sub-divided into states and territories 
under a federal government. There are differences of governance amongst these states with 
some being better than others. It seems that Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland 
are the worst while Western Australia is faring slightly better. Thus some of the items I will 
list may not apply in all the states. 

It is also true to say that many people in Australia are not aware of the full nature of 
government restrictions. Those rural-dwellers that watch mainstream media propaganda, 
such as Channel 7, and do not check alternative sources, have little idea of the take-over of 
the country by power-mad, Socialist imbeciles. 

Despite this, hundreds of thousands of people are now demonstrating in multiple, 
recurrent marches in places like Melbourne and Sydney. The reaction of the draconian 
government has been ruthless, with massive (I would say illegal) police brutality against 
peaceful protestors with families. The arrest of George Floyd sparked a worldwide political 
movement; yet the actions of the Australian police have been committing equally, or even 
worse, sins on a regular basis. I will explain more later. 

I will give sources and references as I deem appropriate. I do not want this comment paper 
to be filled with unnecessary footnotes, so not every statement will be sourced. In any case, 
videos that I have seen with my own eyes (such as filmed events during marches) get 
deleted from social media pretty quickly. Referencing these would be pointless. 
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Background 

Prime Minister 

 Scott Morrison. Centred in Canberra. 
 
Current State Premiers 

 Daniel Andrews, Victoria, (Socialist). 

 Annastacia Palaszczuk, Queensland, (Socialist). 

 Gladys Berejiklian, New South Wales, (Liberal; equates to centre-right). 

 Mark McGowan, Western Australia, (Socialist). 

 Steven Marshall, South Australia, (Liberal). 

 Peter Gutwein, Tasmania, (Liberal). 
 
Chief ministers of the Territories 

 Andrew Barr, Australian Capital Territory, (Socialist). 

 Michael Gunner, Northern Territory, (Socialist). 
 
Population 

 25.8 million. 

 In comparison, the population of London is 9.4 million. 
 
Covid 

 The number of Covid deaths is 984. [Comparison with UK: 131,680 deaths.] 

 Less than five deaths a day.  

 Number of cases is 44,920. [Comparison with UK: 6,524,581.] 

 By 27 August 33% of the national population was vaccinated. 

 New South Wales, which has very severe Covid restrictions, has had only 27 deaths. 

 Melbourne has had six lockdowns. Currently, people cannot leave the house except for 
essential exercise, shopping (for some cases) or essential workers. 

 
Source 

 Woreldometers. 
 

Out of control policing 

The Australian police are completely out of control. Almost daily, videos are uploaded 
showing police brutality that is comparable to 1930s Nazi Germany. No one is safe from 
these thugs, not the young, the old, the disabled or women; let alone men. 

There have been so many instances of police brutality uploaded on social media that I 
cannot possibly recount them all. A few include: 

 In a peaceful demonstration protesting restrictions in Melbourne, comprising all ages, 
all walks of life and multiple races, heavily armoured police ran horses into the crowds. 
They fired rubber bullets against unarmed peaceful citizens including old women. They 
sprayed pepper spray indiscriminately, including right into the eyes of a ten-year old 
boy who was left screaming with his concerned parents unsure what to do (they had no 
water). This latter act would have been enough to spark a rebellion in former times. The 
people were walking away from the police when they fired. 
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 They burst into a family home early in the morning to arrest a pregnant woman in her 
pyjamas in front of her screaming children for the crime of posting an advert on 
Facebook for a demonstration (which is a legal right). 

 A teenage girl was brutally attacked by several police officers and thrown to the ground 
and sat on by one of them and arrested for the ‘crime’ of not wearing a mask. She was 
exempt by the way. 

 Another teenage girl had pepper spray sprayed into her face while being arrested for 
not wearing a mask. One of the police officers was also not wearing a mask. 

 Police arrested a sick middle-aged man for not wearing a facemask (he was exempt with 
a breathing problem) and one officer strangled the man with a chokehold. The man’s 
face went blue, and despite the protestations of his wife, he collapsed unconscious to 
the floor. 

 Avi Yemeni is facing a two-week court trial costing $186,000 for repeated arrests and 
detention for simply reporting facts on the street as a bona-fide journalist because the 
government does not like Rebel News for telling the truth. 

 On a demonstration the police pushed a 70-year old lady to the ground and while she 
was immobilised on the ground they repeatedly pepper sprayed her. 

 An elderly woman on a march was brutalised by police so badly that she broke her hip. 

 Peaceful protestors have been severely wounded by rubber bullets fired into their faces. 

 Military lines of police officers, in full armour, have been patrolling the streets and 
parks to seek out folk without a mask. Two men saw them coming and ran into a garage 
to buy facemasks, put them on and walked out. 50 (yes 50) police officers brutally 
arrested them. 

 There are multiple videos of police officers talking to someone, such as without a mask 
or having a protest banner, but then the police suddenly turn on the victim, throw them 
to the ground and brutally arrest them – with no provocation at all. This is happening 
to women as well as men; in one case multiple police arrested a peaceful woman with 
her infant child, who was terrified and screaming. 

 
Sources 

 Armstrong Economics, ‘Australian tyranny – is revolution coming?’ 2 September 2020. 

 Bitchute, Health Impact News, ‘Australian police fire on unarmed protestors’, 22 
August 2021. 

 Bitchute, ‘Australian police attack children for not wearing masks’,  
bitchute.com/video/Gooq0cYwlYdw 

 Rebel News, Avi Yemeni, multiple on the ground reports on Australian demonstrations. 

 YouTube / Summit News, Paul Joseph Watson, ‘We’re never going back to normal: the 
Australian nightmare intensifies’. 

 
Military 
Australia brought in the army to help police Covid restrictions in August. 300 troops were 
sent to Sydney, chiefly to monitor quarantine patients (that’s people that travelled or tested 
positive, but not necessarily sick with anything). Further troops were sent to other places. 

Source 

 Foundation for Economic Education, ‘Australia is under dystopian, military-enforced 
lockdown despite less than 5 Covid deaths a day’, 5 August 2021. 

 
Police dissatisfaction 
The police are now showing signs of reaction to what they know are illegal and oppressive 
measures that they are demanded to undertake. 
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Some officers have disclosed that they feel ashamed to be part of an organisation that is 
supposed to uphold the rule of law and stop bullying and discrimination, yet is actively 
promoting these. One officer said, ‘The directions we are ordered to comply with are highly 

politicised and often lack scientific foundation’. 

Several thousand police officers have been threatened with suspension for not being 
vaccinated, as well as hundreds of back room staff. 

Source 

 Spectator Australia, Rocco Loiacono, ‘Police speak out on Covid regs: ‘The directions 
we are ordered to comply with are highly politicised’. 

 
Police mask mandate 
The Western Australia Police Commissioner, Chris Dawson, issued an edict on 9 August 
that any officer who has not had the Covid vaccination is required to wear a mask while 
working. This publicly identifies any officer’s medical situation. This policy is 
discriminatory and thus illegal. It also victimises people that have a medical reason1 to not 
be vaccinated or are rationally concerned about the risks. 

Source 

 Spectator Australia, Rocco Loiacono, ‘Police speak out on Covid regs: ‘The directions 
we are ordered to comply with are highly politicised’. 

 

Extreme totalitarianism 

Random Gestapo checks 
Police officers, sometimes accompanied by the military, have been coming into people’s 
homes and taking them away as they conduct random ‘welfare checks’. Many have been 
informed on by neighbours, which the government is encouraging. The people are being 
taken to hotels but some to an existing vax internment camp. 

Innocent people committing no crime have had their SmartPhone taken from them and 
searched for incriminating content. 

Source 

 Health Impact News, Brian Shilhavy, ‘Australia has fallen – Europe and the US next?’. 
 
Mandatory vaccinations 
It has been reported on social media, with videos, that the police are rounding up people 
walking in parks and demanding their vaccination status. If they are unvaccinated, they are 
immediately subjected to a mental health examination on the spot by a psychologist 
present. The psychologist then sections the person, giving the state power over them. They 
are then held down and immediately vaccinated by a nurse also present in the team. 

If this seems incredible, consider that this course of action was taken against Dr Sam 
White in Britain. The medical council applied sanctions to him on the basis that he is 
mentally unsound because he has questioned the vaccine rollout. [He was subsequently 
exonerated.] 

                                                   
1 There are many: people with allergies, people with autoimmune diseases, people with suppressed immune 
systems etc. 
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The NSW state government has ordered that all teachers must be vaccinated by 8 
November. If they refuse, they will be sacked. This policy is illegal and discriminatory on 
medical grounds. This will affect 10% (10,000) of teachers. 

Source 

 BitChute, The Irish Sentinel, 25 August 2021, Interview with an undertaker 
whistleblower (Andy Heasman). 

 The Daily Sceptic, Michael Curzon, ‘No jab, no job’ policy introduced for NSW 
teachers’. 

 Twitter, Real Mark Latham (@RealMarkLatham), 27 August 2021. 
 
Internment camps 
The government has built internment camps for ‘mandatory quarantine facilities’. Officials 
have said that getting vaccinated is the ‘golden ticket’ to get out. The first phase is set to 
open in early 2022, so the draconian measures are not going to end anytime soon. Two 
have been built so far able to hold about 3,000 people each. One situated outside 
Melbourne is called ‘The Centre for National Resilience’ (straight out of Orwell’s 1984). 

A video emerged of one internee filming the sounds of another down the hall (apparently 
in an existing guarded internment facility). This was someone in enforced quarantine as a 
prisoner who had already spent 14 days in solitary confinement seeking release. The camp 
police threaten to gas him instead. The occupant in the video explains that you cannot get 
air in the sealed rooms and wasn’t even allowed a crossword puzzle to pass the time. The 
internee screams ‘take me somewhere where the walls aren’t caving in’ revealing signs of 
mental breakdown. All this for a positive PCR test which is meaningless. 

Source 

 Health Impact News, Brian Shilhavy, ‘Australia has fallen – Europe and the US next?’. 

 Twitter, Tim Pool (@Timcast), ‘Getting dark real fast’. 

 Natural News, ‘Disturbing video: Australian covid camp police threaten to gas covid 
prisoner instead of releasing him after 14 days’, 9 September 2021. 

 
Three years duration or more 
Letters sent to citizens detailed the government’s plans for restrictions. It details 
expectations for restrictions to continue for up to three years and that mandatory facilities 
would improve compliance and change attitudes. It says, 

With Covid-19 quarantine requirements expected to continue in some form at least 
over the next two to three years, the Victorian government has further committed to 
investigating alternative models of mandatory quarantine including purpose-built 
Alternative Quarantine Accommodation outside of Melbourne’s Central Business 
District. …to … help improve compliance. 

 
Dr Kerry Chant (NSW chief health officer) stated that society was never going back to 
normal, even if everyone was fully vaccinated. 

Source 

 Twitter, Michael Kennedy (@NewWorldMan1967), ‘Conspiracy theorists’ in Australia 
are being validated’. Showing a copy of the government letter. 

 Health Impact News, Brian Shilhavy, ‘Australia has fallen – Europe and the US next?’. 

 YouTube / Summit News, Paul Joseph Watson, ‘We’re never going back to normal: the 
Australian nightmare intensifies’. 
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Controlling social media 
The government recently passed a law2 within 24-hours giving the police complete control 
of personal social media. 

Under this law the Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the Australian Criminal 
Intelligence Commission (ACIC) can hack your device, collect or delete data, take 0ver 
your social media accounts – and all without a judge’s warrant. 

The three new powers are: 

 Data disruption: the power to disrupt data by modifying, copying, adding, or deleting it. 

 Network activity: power to collect intelligence from devices or networks used by the 
subject. 

 Account take-over: allows control of an online account for the purposes of gathering 
information for investigation. 

 
All of this is on mere suspicion of a crime; plus there is no judicial oversight. The warrant 
for this comes from the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. Online companies that do not 
comply can receive a ten-year prison sentence. The claimed reasons for this draconian 
legislation are: to protect child exploitation and hinder terrorism. There is no safeguard 
from this being abused by police, such as putting criminal images on to your computer and 
framing you. 

This is the official end of civil liberty in Australia. 

Source 

 Tutanota, Breaking News, ‘Australia: unprecedented surveillance bill rushed through 
parliament in 24 hours’, 31. August 2021. 

 
Jail for speaking against lockdowns 
Police recently started arresting individuals, identified as leaders in anti-lockdown 
protests, for incitement.  

A 33-year old girl was tracked by police in her car and arrested through the car window on 
grounds of incitement (using Telegram to advertise anti-lockdown marches). Monica Smit 
was arrested and jailed for advocating freedom from lockdowns. She was offered bail if she 
recanted her position. She refused and lies in a Melbourne jail. Smit is the founder of 
Reignite Democracy Australia. 

So now in Australia it is a crime worthy of imprisonment to merely advertise and 
encourage people to demonstrate. 

Source 

 The Age, 1 September 2021. 
 
Unprecedented surveillance 
South Australia has regulated a draconian surveillance system for people in quarantine. 
They will be tracked by facial recognition and location apps. They will be randomly asked 
to identify their position by taking a selfie with their location. If they fail to comply within 
15 minutes the police will be banging on the door. 

                                                   
2 The Surveillance Legislation Amendment (Identify and Disrupt) Bill 2020. 
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Australia has transformed itself from a free society to a police state using the Covid 
epidemic as an excuse. 

 
Source 

 American Thinker, ‘Australian state begins use of app that dispatches police if you 
don’t prove your location with selfie within 15 minutes of random check’, 3 September 
2021. 

 
Separation of families 
The banning of interstate travel, even within a town, has caused the separation of some 
families. One 3-year old Queensland boy, Memphis Francis, was separated from his 
parents because of the border policy. It was only after he was portrayed on the front-page 
of newspapers that he was granted an exemption to be returned to his parents. 

In some cases cancer patients are being denied treatment due to the border policy. 

Source 

 American Thinker, ‘Australian state begins use of app that dispatches police if you 
don’t prove your location with selfie within 15 minutes of random check’, 3 September 
2021. 

 
New world order 
NSW chief health officer, Dr Kerry Chant, stated that post-lockdown Sydney will be a new 
world order. Chant explained the new vaccine requirements that will be in place when 
lockdowns stop. All business will have to be fully vaccinated with police checks. She said, 
‘We will be looking at what contact tracing looks like in the new world order’. Health minister 
Brad Hazzard has also referenced a new world order in July 2020. 

Source 

 Russia Today, ‘Australians shocked after NSW health officer says post-lockdown 
Sydney will be a new world order’, 9 September 2021. 

 
Planned denial of medical care and food 
30% of Victoria’s population is unvaccinated, about 2 million people, but these have 
natural immunity. 

Premier Dan Andrews has now said that unvaccinated people will not be able to leave their 
home for anything ever again. ‘There is going to be a vaccinated economy, and you get to 

participate in that if you are vaccinated … We’re going to move to a situation where, to protect the 

health system, we are going lock out people who are not vaccinated.’ Many doctors are already 
denying care to the unvaccinated. 

Source 

 Natural News, ‘Evil down under: Australia’s Victorian premier Dan Andrews …. Plans 
to deny medical care, food for the unvaccinated’, 9 September 2021. 

 
Denial of a cure 
Ivermectin is a proven early cure for Covid. This has been proved by scientific studies and 
by empirical evidence in multiple nations. 

As a result of a huge rise in prescriptions for Ivermectin, the Australian regulator has 
banned it for treating Covid. The Therapeutic Goods Administration said that it was 
concerned people were taking Ivermectin instead of seeking vaccination. 
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Source 

 The Guardian, 10 September 2021. 
 
Denial of alcohol 
Alcohol being delivered to NSW homes is being confiscated if alcohol volume exceeds 
state-sanctioned limits. The state has enacted daily alcohol limits ‘to ensure the safety of 

health staff and relatives’. 

Residents have complained that care packages sent by family and friends have been 
searched for contraband. 

Source 

 Blazemedia, ‘Now they’re confiscating alcohol delivered to locked-down Australian 
apartments if booze volume exceeds state-sanctioned limits’, 9 September 2021. 

 
Summary of totalitarianism 

 All international travel forbidden (with few exceptions). 

 Interstate travel has been banned, even within the same township. 

 Lockdowns, despite very few Covid deaths. 

 Zero-Covid policy destroying the economy for generations. 

 Unprecedented surveillance in South Australia. 

 Arrest and imprisonment of dissenters who have committed no crime. 

 Arrest of people that refuse to comply with medical officer diktats (who have no elected 
political authority). 

 Rough handling and brutal arrests of women on peaceful demonstrations. 

 Brutal arrests, even of young women, for not wearing a mask. 

 Firing rubber bullets into unarmed demonstrators. 

 Spraying pepper spray into the eyes of women and children. 

 Surveillance by drones and helicopters. 

 Use of the military to enforce lockdowns. 

 Taking control of social media accounts and devices. 

 Currently, hotels used for mandatory quarantine whereby people are forced into 
solitary confinement under armed guard. 

 Internment camps for mandatory quarantine. 
 
By any measure, this is a police state. 

Mass vaccination of kids 

New South Wales Health Minister, Brad Hazzard, announced3 that a mass vaccination 
centre had been set up in the Qudos Arena for teenagers down to the age of 12 to be 
vaccinated without their parent’s consent and without their presence being allowed. This is 
illegal under the Nuremberg Code and many human rights laws. For some unspecified 
reason there were many police officers present as well as nursing staff. 

If mum or dad, or one of your family drop you, make sure that they stay out of the 
arena. 

Health Minister. 

                                                   
3 See the press conference here, Twitter, @Elanders_Voice, 16 August 
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The Health Minister said nothing about Pfizer’s updated health warning in June, especially 
for younger people, of myocarditis and pericarditis. 

Someone filmed a girl taken from her father for testing positive, and being wrestled by 
police officers against her will. She was thrown to the ground screaming by three officers 
and held down before nursing staff in full PPE could inject her.4 Staff tried to stop someone 
recording what happened. 

Note the following: 

 Giving children a medical procedure without their parents consent is illegal. 

 Giving anyone a medical procedure without informed consent is illegal. 

 Why were police officers even there? 

 Why did police officers wrestle this girl to the ground leaving her terrified and 
screaming for help? 

 
Kids that have gone through this system have reported and filmed the very creepy process. 
It includes giant screens with the premier Gladys Berejiklian issuing propaganda just like a 
scene straight out of Orwell’s 1984. They testified that they felt disturbed by the 
experience. 

It was reported that three children had already died from the vaccination within days of 
the roll out. Three children immediately collapsed and two went into a coma plus other 
adverse events by the 19 August. I understand that now four have died. 

Sources 

 The full video of this that originally appeared on Twitter has been censored. 

 It was reported in Bournbrook, ‘Australia’s zero-Covid tyranny – and a PR disaster’, 23 
August 2021. 

 It was reported by Alex Bellfield, The Voice of Reason, who showed the video without 
sound (too upsetting). 

 Bible Science Forum, ‘Australia: it’s time to stand against tyranny’, 19 August 2021. 
Part of the video was still available on this site as I write. 

 It was reported on many other alternative news channels. 

 Red Voice Media (Stew Peters Show), ‘Reports: 2 kids dead after 24,000 children 
herded into stadium for jabs’, 18, August 2021. 

 Lifesite, Watch, ‘Up to 24,000 Australian teens jabbed in mass vaccination effort while 
police, not parents, supervise’. 

 Health Impact News, Brian Shilhavy, ‘Australia has fallen – Europe and the US next?’. 

 The Stew Peters Show, ‘Interview with DeAnna Lorraine’, 18 August 2021. 

 The Stew Peters Show, ‘Australian tyranny now under world microscope’, 24 August 
2021. Interview with Royal Australian Air Force Veteran, Alan Hennessy. 

 

                                                   
4 The police and Scott Morrison have denied this is connected to vaccinations, but it was filmed and the 
child’s distress is very real. If it was not at the testing centre where was it, why were there nurses in full PPE 
everywhere? It was clearly a medical facility, yet there were also full-kit police officers. This is not normal for 
a hospital. Why was the child forcibly removed from her father? No one has denied that the event actually 
took place. So, 1) the film shows multiple police officers manhandling the girl who was screaming. 2) Nurses 
in full PPE are present trying to get to the girl, so this is a medical clinic of some sort but it is not a normal 
hospital. 3) Why are police officers present in this medical facility? 4) Other staff try to stop the event being 
filmed. Why, if it is bona fide? 5) Who in authority thinks it is appropriate for several police officers to 
wrestle a distressed young girl? 6) To deny this one needs to explain where this occurred, why it occurred, 
why it is not about vaccination, and under whose authority. No one has done this. 
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Border controls between states 

Artificial local borders 
State borders can be odd in Australia. There are places where a state border runs through a 
single town. Thus there is a high street in the town centre where one side of the road is in 
one state and the other side of the road is in another state. 

New border controls allegedly set up to inhibit the transmission of Covid (which if spread 
by aerosols just flies over any border control) have been established. This means that in 
certain townships it is illegal to cross the street except in very restricted circumstances. If 
you do, you have to quarantine for ten days. 

This means that there are children that cannot get to their school; patients that cannot get 
to the hospital. Medical emergencies may have to take a patient two hours drive instead of 
crossing the boundary to the local hospital. There are people that cannot get to their work 
and business owners that cannot open their shops or premises. 

This is not only beyond stupid, it is causing serious harm to these local people. 

Source 

 The Stew Peters Show, ‘Australian tyranny now under world microscope’, 24 August 
2021. Interview with Royal Australian Air Force Veteran, Alan Hennessy. 

 
Travelling from outside the country 
Travellers are required to quarantine in isolation in dedicated hotels for up to 14 days 
surrounded by police guards and windows that don’t open. Drones are used to keep an eye 
on security. Poor standard meals are provided with no care for personal health 
requirements. 

For a long testimony of this kind of quarantine, see the video of New Zealand Dr Sam 
Bailey interviewing a holistic medical practitioner who got caught in it for 22 days. On 
eventually leaving, a soldier guard explained to her that prisoners in state and military 
prisons are not treated as badly as she was – which was effectively extreme solitary 
confinement. She was even denied the ability to wash her clothes or bed linen and no 
outside exercise. 

Social restrictions 

Curfews 
There is a curfew of 9pm to 5am set in certain places. 

Explain to me how a curfew inhibits the spread of an airborne respiratory disease? Does 
Covid get tired and stop infecting people as badly in the daytime but is virulent at night? 

This has only been introduced in order to enforce social control. It is a draconian measure 
to show that the authorities are in charge. 

Facemasks 
There are nationwide mask mandates. These have got to utterly insane levels; such as the 
demand to keep your mask on when drinking alcohol outdoors but you can take it off to 
drink coffee in a café. 
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I will not rehearse all the arguments and scientific papers demonstrating that facemasks 
are completely useless in stopping a virus. I have made the point often enough. But even if 
they were effective; what idiot could mandate the regulation above? This is either the work 
of someone with dementia or it is deliberately done to denigrate and demean the 
population in a psychological manner. 

 The police have arrested elderly people in parks for not wearing a mask. 

 Police have attacked children for not wearing a mask. 

 Many police that arrested folk for not wearing a mask, were themselves not wearing 
one and filmed in the process. 

 China has criticised the totalitarian measures. 
 
Sources 

 Seemorerocks, Tyranny comes to Australia, 19 August 2021. 

 Health Impact News, Brian Shilhavy, ‘Australia has fallen – Europe and the US next?’. 
 
Allowed exercise distance 
People in lockdown are allowed to leave the house for short periods to exercise. In some 
states the distance you can travel is five miles but in others it is 1 kilometre. Usually, only 
one hour is allowed to leave the house. 

In some states only the elderly are allowed to go to a shop for up to one hour a day. 
Everybody else must do their shopping on line. The premier has stated that there must be 
no browsing in shops. Just get what you need and leave quickly (see later). 

Conjugal visits are allowed but you have to register your sexual partner with the 
authorities. 

The population has been told by the chief medical officer (Kerry Chant) not to converse 
with people in the streets, not even friends and neighbours. 

The police are guarding the streets, the air (via drones and helicopters) and even kid’s 
playgrounds. Non-compliance results in arrest and a fine. These fines (which change) are: 

 Meeting someone in the open: $1,000 fine. 

 Driving in a car (unless allowed): $3,000 fine. 

 Not wearing a facemask: $500 fine. 

 Being outside after curfew: $1817 fine. 
 
With helicopters surveying people from the sky and heavily armoured police marching in 
formation through residential areas looking for mask-less people, ordinary folk are saying 
that they feel like they are in a terrifying post-apocalyptic movie. 

Talking prohibited 
Dr Kerry Chant, the New South Wales chief health officer stated that people should not 
talk to each other outside. She said,  

We need to limit our movements. We need to consider whenever we leave our house 
that anyone with us, anyone come into contact with, could convey the virus. So while it 
is in human nature to engage in conversation with others, to be friendly, unfortunately 

this is not the time to do that.5 

 
NSW Health Minister, Brad Hazzard, also told people to not converse. 

                                                   
5 Spectator magazine, Steerpike, ‘Five lowlights from Australia’s Covid fight’, 23 August 2021. 
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Source 

 Blaze Media, ‘Australian health minister tells citizens to not talk to each other – even … 
your next-door neighbour’, 20 July 2021. 

 
Browsing prohibited 
The premier of New South Wales, Gladys Berejiklian, officially stated, without a hint of 
irony, that when people were shopping they were not allowed to browse. They had to get 
what they need and rush out quickly. 

Obviously the virus is unable to get you if you are quick in a shop but can if you dawdle. 

Source 

 Press conference, Gladys Berejiklian. 
 
Exclusion signs 
Signs are now being placed on people’s homes saying that the household is quarantined. 
This is to enable neighbours to report anyone violating quarantine laws. 

Source 

 Twitter, @DarrenPlymouth, 23 August 2021. 
 

Insane cruel measures 

Killing dogs 
To stop people travelling to feed dogs locked up in kennels, the police in New South Wales 
have shot them dead on the orders of the Bourke Shire council. 

The police have also shot the dogs of people who are stuck in quarantine and cannot get to 
feed them. 

In some countries this alone would have sparked a rebellion. 

Source 

 Spectator magazine, Steerpike, ‘Five lowlights from Australia’s Covid fight’, 23 August 
2021. 

 

Travel restrictions 

When a demonstration against lockdowns was planned in Sydney, over 1,500 police 
officers were deployed. On the Saturday morning of the protest, police set up roadblocks 
into downtown Sydney. Buses were cancelled. Trains had to pass by major stations until 
2pm. Taxis and rideshare companies were threatened with fines of up to $500,000 if they 
took anyone to central Sydney between 9am and 3pm. Traffic on major roads into the city 
was held up, stopping 38,000 cars and issuing 137 fines. A helicopter circled over the start 
of the march. 

One of the organisers of the protest, Anthony Khallouf, was arrested and sentenced to 8 
months in prison. 

In later demonstrations police also shut down the transport system. 
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In August the government expanded its ban on Aussies leaving the country, in place since 
March 2020. Previous exemptions, including emergencies, have been tightened. These are 
unconstitutional. One academic said that if you land in Australia, you could be trapped. 
However, special arrangements were made for celebrities like Nicole Kidman. 

 A woman in Canberra was denied permission to fly to Queensland to see her dying 
father. 

 A mother in New South Wales lost her baby after being unable to get timely treatment 
in Brisbane due to the time it took to fill out the paperwork to cross the state line. 

 A grandmother was denied a permit to go to Melbourne to help care for her 
grandchildren while her daughter battles advanced breast cancer. 

 
Sources 

 Activist Post, ‘Aussie cops pledge to unleash fill; force as large anti-lockdown protests 
turn violent’, 21 August 2021. 

 Spectator magazine, Steerpike, ‘Five lowlights from Australia’s Covid fight’, 23 August 
2021. 

 

Separating families 

Parents with Covid must isolate from their kids while NSW Health isn’t taking their calls.  

The Sydney Morning Herald highlighted the case of Ruba and Salim Sassine who have 
Covid. They are required to isolate from their underage kids (one with asthma), who are 
now showing signs of the virus. The Health service could offer them no help and not even 
come to test the kids, despite the parents begging and ringing several times. The parents 
have been isolating in a granny flat in the garden and telephoning their three children 
telling them how to cope with being ill. 

Where else in the world would this even happen? 

Source 

 The Sydney Morning Herald, ‘Parents with Covid must isolate from their kids while 
NSW Health isn’t taking their calls’, 27 August 2021. 

 

Government lies, evasions and confusion 

Gladys Berejiklian (NSW) 
Keeps changing her position on freedom. She has said that lockdowns will cease when 
vaccination rates reach 50%, then 70%, then 80%, then 80% plus low Covid numbers.  

She’s a complete mess. While the rest of the world is opening up and rebooting their 
economies, Australia will remain a backwater into 2022 and beyond. Our governments 

have entered a twilight zone of lockdown addiction.6 

 
Brad Hazzard 
In a filmed zoom conference call, Hazzard and his chief medical officer were interviewed 
by a team of commentators. These constantly tried to ask the advisor questions but 
Hazzard kept dominating the conversation and refusing to let the advisor speak. His 

                                                   
6 Spectator Australia, ‘Latham’s Law’, Mark Latham,  
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behaviour was rude, authoritarian, evasive, and a complete discredit to a government 
minister. Eventually the time allowed ended and the advisor was unable to answer any 
questions at all. 

Crypto roll out 

I have already explained in a previous paper7 that the whole Covid crisis was engineered in 
order to achieve global compliance with a digital ID system that would enable the rollout of 
a central bank digital currency system. This is to try to resolve the growing global economy 
crisis caused by corruption in banking. This can be summarised as: 

 

 

 

 

 

If Australia is a test-bed for global banking domination of society, then it would be logical 
that it would also be a test-bed for the new banking crypto currency. 

This week an official at the Bank of International Settlements (high level global elite, above 
governments) formally announced that Australia would be amongst the first of three 
nations to test a new central bank crypto currency. 

Comparison with Nazism 

Australia Nazi Germany 

  

Unnecessary curfews. Unnecessary curfews. 

Signs on houses of the focused minority (quarantine 
signs). 

Star of David painted on windows of Jewish 
properties. 

Multiple social restrictions. Multiple social restrictions. 

Travel restrictions. Travel restrictions. 

Enforced, experimental medical procedures. Enforced, experimental medical procedures. Josef 
Mengele (‘the angel of death’). 

Experimenting on kids with vaccines. Experimenting on kids with vaccines. Mengele. 

The use of fear propaganda to develop social 
compliance to authoritarian measures. 

The use of fear propaganda to develop social 
compliance to authoritarian measures – developed by 
Joseph Goebbels. 

Using armoured police against citizens. Blackshirts (the voluntary militia for National Security, 
the paramilitary wing of the National Socialist Party). 
Brownshirts (Stormtroopers, the SA [Sturmabteilung] 
a paramilitary group attached to the Nazi Party before 
WWII. 

Breaking up protests with brutality. Breaking up protests with brutality. 

Demanding vaccine passport papers to travel or enter Demanding papers to travel or enter venues. 

                                                   
7 ‘It’s not about a virus’. 

Engineer a fake 
Covid pandemic. 

Create fear and 
panic. 

Dominate the media. 

Use coercion. 

The vaccine rollout. Vaccine passports. Central bank digital 
currency. 

From freedom. To state control. 
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venues. 

Government apparatchicks usurping despotic 
authority. 

Government apparatchicks usurping despotic 
authority. 

Starvation of the unvaccinated. Starvation of the Jews. 

 

People who wondered how the most intelligent, civilised nation in Europe could collapse 
into total acceptance of Nazi power and propaganda now know because it has happened in 
first world democracies today – with Australia being the prime example. 

Police are already firing rubber bullets on peaceful women and kids on demonstrations. 
When will 9mm bullets be next? 

The reaction 

The truckers 
The truckers and hauliers (‘Truckies’ to Australians) are threatening to blockade the entire 
country and bring it to a halt. There are already problems resulting from the lockdowns 
with food shortages and increased poverty as people cannot work or run their business. 
The truckers are saying that they will block every main arterial road and collapse the 
economy if lockdowns and restrictions are not cancelled. 

Source 

 Bitchute, bitchute.com/video/Tyo0BJLZ9Tb 
 
Construction workers 
Angry construction workers staged a mass protest outside their union office, which had co-
operated with government restrictive measures. The police were notable in not attacking 
hundreds of big, burly, tough men as they had attacked 70-year old women and ten-year 
old children. 

The government responded by closing down all construction for some weeks. 

The demonstrations 
The numbers of people on marches is growing and the number of demonstrations is 
multiplying across the country. Marches in Melbourne have certainly been in the tens of 
thousands if not hundreds of thousands. The mainstream media either ignores this or 
downplays it. The last march in Melbourne was easily many scores of thousands (I saw it) 
but was reported as a small demo of just over three thousand people who became violent. 
In fact the protestors, of all ages and ranks, were totally peaceful until the police began to 
act against them with sheer brutality. 

Worldwide condemnation 
Reporters all over the world are highlighting the shattering authoritarianism of the 
Australian federal and state governments. The most common word used is ‘tyranny’.  This 
is becoming a continual focus of attention, second only to the withdrawal from 
Afghanistan. 

The leaders of Australia are being held in complete derision, with many comparing them to 
Nazis and calling them various names. 
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Federal break-up? 
One writer has reasoned that Australia is in such a perilous situation that it could face a 
break up of the federal system and states could secede. 

He explains that many Auzzies feel more nationalistic about their state than the continent. 
Citizens have been shocked by the illegal repressive actions of the state and are boiling 
with anger. It appears that states are already unhappy about the federal system. Western 
Australia is naturally prosperous with huge amounts of natural resources and receives few 
benefits from the state. It is also a sparsely populated region with a massive amount of 
land with the ability to be more successful going alone. It has also refused to be as 
authoritarian as other states. 

Furthermore, Australia has never produced a major manufacturing or industrial system, it 
relies heavily on selling its natural resources and buying items back from the Chinese. This 
makes it vulnerable. 

Source 

 The Daily Sceptic, Guy de la Bedoyere, ‘Australia is falling apart’. 
 

Conclusion 

This is despotism on an unprecedented scale in a modern democracy. It is unthinkable that 
this could happen in a Commonwealth country, especially such a pragmatic nation as 
Australia. It shows that nowhere is safe once the cabal desires to strike. 

Australia is the testing ground where all the stops of fascism are being pulled out to see 
how far the elite can push people before a revolution starts. 

It is also a testing ground so that the ruling cabal can identify difficulties in social control 
and remedy them with alternate strategies – then roll the programme out across the world. 
What is happening today in Australia will be happening to you in a few months. 

Australia is now no mere parody of an old Eastern bloc state. 

Francis Hoar (Twitter). 
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